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Tile Institute for (',omputer Applications in Sciellce and EngiI_eering (I(:ASE) is operated
all the Langley [-(esearch (lenter of NASA by tile Ilniversitiies Space Research Asso('iati(m
(17SRA) ullder a contract with the (lenter. I,_SRA is a non-profit consortium of major [l. S.
colleges and universities.
The Institute conducts unclassified basic research in applied mathematics, llumeri('a[
azlalysis, fllli(i mechanics, and ('Oml)uter science ill or(ter to extelld and improve l)rol)le111
solving (-at)at)ilities in science and engineering, particularly in aeronautics all(t space.
I( ',ASE has a small t)ermaIlent staff. Research is conducted primarily l)y vi,_iting: s('ieHtists
t'vom universities and industry who have resident at)t)ointments for limited l)eri()(Is ()f time,
all(t l)y consultants. Members of NASA's research staff a]so may I)e resident at I(',ASE for
limited periods.
The major categories of the current I(,'ASE research program are:
• Applied alld numerical mathematics, including numerical al_alysis and algorithm de-
velo])ment;
• Theoretical and comt)utational research in fluid mechanics in selected areas of interest
to LaR('., including acoustics and combustion;
• Exl)e,'i,neHtal research in transition and turbulence and aerodynamics inw)lving l.aR(:
facilities and scientists;
• ('.Oml)uter science.
I(:ASE rel)orts "are considered to l)e primarily I)rel)rints of manuscripts that haw, I)e(,ll
slll)mitted to appropriate research jot,'nals or which are to appear in conference t)roc(,e(lillgs.
Ill the next section, a complete listing of I(',ASE reports for the ('a]endar years 1975 thr(_llgh
D(wenll)er 1991 are given. The final section contains journal and conferellce l)r(H'ee(ting;s
vei'_,r(,nces for older reports.
i Presently, IC,AS g is operated at N ASA Langley Research ( ',enter, Hami)ton, VA, 23681-0001 under NASA
(',ontract No. NASl-19480. In the past, sut)port has I)een provided I)y NASA (lontract Nos. NASI-18605,
NASl-17070, NASl-17130, NASl-15810, NAS1-16394, NASl-14101,and NAS1-14472.

ICASE Reports- 1992
(_hase, (;raig, Kay (?rowley, Joel Saltz and Anthony Reeves: Parallelization of irregularly
coupled regular meshes. I(_ASE Ret)ort No. 92-1, January 7, 1992, 25 [)ages. International
Sul)erconlputing (_onference.
E, Weinan, and (_hi-Wang Shu: Effective equations and the inverse cascade theory for Kol-
mogorovflows. I(_ASE Report No. 92-2, .lanuary 7, 1992, 22 pages. To appear in Physics
of Fluids A.
S1)eziale, ('.. G., and S. Thangam: Analysis of an RNG based turbulence mode for sepa-
rated flows. I(?ASE Report No. 92-3, January 23, 1992, 18 pages. International .Journal of
Engineering Science, Vol. 30, pp. 1379-1388, 1992.
(;ottlieb, David, (:hi-Wang Shu, Alex Solomonoff, and Herve Vandeven: On the Gibbs phe-
nomenon 1: Recovering exponential accuracy from the Fourier partial sum of a non-periodic
analytic function. ICASE Report No. 92-4, February 27, 26 pages. Journal of (',omputa-
tional and Applied Mathematics, Vol. 43, pp. 81-98, 1992.
Laflm, F., and S. O,sher: Essentially uonoscillatory postprocessing filtering methods. I(IASE
Report No. 92-5, January 31, 1992, 23 pages. To appear in Proceedings of Algorithmic
Trends in (lomputational Fluid Dynamics for the 90's, Springer-Verlag.
Sarkar, S., (_. Erlet)acher, and M. Y. Hussaini: Compressible homogcneou.; shear: .S'imulation
and modeling. I(IASE Report No. 92-6, February 10, 1992, 27 pages. To appear in Turbulent
Shear Flows 8, Springer-Verlag, Berlin, 1993.
Quirk, James J." An alternative to unstructured grids for computing gas dynamic flows
around arbitrarily complex two-dimensional bodies. I(?ASE Report No. 92-7, February 27,
1992, 31 pages. To appear in (Jomputers & Fluids.
Sl,ssman, Alan: Execution model._' for mapping programs onto distributed memory parallel
computers. I(?ASE Report No. 92-8, March 3, 1992, 30 pages. Submitted to the 20th In-
ternational (1onference on Parallel Processing- August 1992. Supercomputing '92, IEEE
(?ompllter Society Press, pp. 818-829, November 1992.
(_hal)man , Barbara, Piyush Mehrotra, and Hans Zima: Prwramming in Vienna Fortran.
I(:ASE Report No. 92-9, March 18, 1992, 40 pages. Scientific Programming, Vol. 1, No. I,
pp. ;11-50, 1992.
Jacobs, P. A.: Numerical simulation of transient hypervdocity flow in an (:xpansion tube.
I(',ASE Report No. 92-10, March 11, 1992, 48 pages. To appear in (',omputers & Fluids.
Lasseigne, [).G., and M.Y. Hussaini: Interaction of disturbances with an oblique detonatiol_
wave attached to a wedge. I(IASE Report No. 92-11, March 19, 1991, 31 pages. Physics of
Fluids A, in press.
[)as, R., D../. Mavriplis, J. Saltz, S. (lupta, and R. Pommsamy: The dcsi97_, and implemeT_-
tatioTt of a parallel unstructured Eulcr solver using software primitives. I('_ASE Report N_.
92-12, March 18, 1992, 26 pages. Submitted to AIAA Journal.
Zubair, M., and M. Ghose: A performance study of sparse (Tholcsky factorizatiou o7_. lntcl
iP,'4(_/X60. 1CASE Report No. 92-13, March 25, 1992, 18 pages.
Engquist, Bjorn, Stanley Osher and Siren Zhong: Fast u,avelct based algorithms for linear
evolu_ioT_, equations. I(',ASE Report No. 92-14, April 16, 1992, 28 pages. Submitted to SIAM
.Jourt_al on Scientific and Statistical Computing.
Bassom, Andrew P., and S.R. Otto: On the stability of nonlinear viscous vortices in three-
dimensional boundary layers. I(_ASE Report No. 92-15, April 17, 49 pages..Iotahal of Fluid
Mechanics, in press.
SpeziMe, C.('., T.B. Gatski, and S. Sarkar: On testin9 modds for the pressure-strain corre-
lation of turbulence usin 9 direct simulations. ICASE Report No. 92-16, April 21, 1992, 42
pages. Physics of Fluids A, Vol. 4, No. 12, pp. 2887-2899, December 1992.
Banks, tt.T., R..I. Silcox, and It.(J. Smith: Th, e: modeling and control of acoustic/structurt i_-
teractioTt_ problems via piczoceramic actuators: 2-D numerical examples. I(JASE Report N().
92-17, April 24, 1992, 30 pages. Submitted to the ASME Journal of Vibration and Acoustics.
Erlebacher, (lordon, and Sutanu Sarkar: Statistical analysis of the rate of strai,_ tcT_sor i7_.
compressible homoyeneous turbulence. ICASE Report No. 92-18, April 29, 1992, :19 pages.
Submitted to Physics of Fluids A.
[)emllren, A.O., and S. Sarkar: Sgstematic study of Reynolds stress closure modcl._ iTt the
computations of plaue chaund flows. ICASE Report No. 92-19, April 29, 1992, 28 pages.
ASME Journal of Fluids Engineering, in press.
Jackson, T.L., M.Y. Hussaini, and H.S. Ribner: Shock-turbulence interactions in a reacti_, 9
.//ow. I(',ASE Report No. 92-20, April 30, 1992, 18 pages. % appear in Physics of Fluids A.
(',ockburn, Bernardo, and (',hi-Wang Shu: Nonlincarly stable compact schemes for shock
calculat_ions. I(IASE Report No. 92-21, May 21, 1992, 25 pages. Submitted to SIAM Journal
of Numerical AnMysis.
wm Hanxleden, Reinhard, Ken Kennedy, Charles Koelbel, Raja [)as, and .loel Saltz: (_'om-
pilot aualysis for irregular problems in Fortran D. ICASE Report No. 92-22, June 15, 1992,
24 pages. Proceedings of the 5th Workshop on Languages and (',ompilers for Parallel ('.ot.n-
lmting, New Haven, (',T, August 3-5, 1992.
Hall, Philip: Streamu,ise vortices in heated boundary layers. ICASE Report No. 92-23, .lmle
5, 1992, 39 pages. To appear in .lournal of Fluid Mechanics.
Bryan, Kurt, and Michael Vogelius: A computational algorithm for crack determinatio,_.
The multiple crack case. I(_'ASE Report No. 92-24, .June 11, 1992, 40 pages. To appear in
International Journal of Engineering Sciences.
Jackson,Thomas L., and MosheMata.hm:Stability of a prcmizcd flame iTz stagTmtioTl-poi,t
.[tow against gcTtcral disturbances. I(:ASE Report No. 92-25, June 19, 33 pages. To appear
in (;ombllstion Science Technology.
Fu, Yil)in, and Philip Hall: (h'os._[tow effects on the growth ratr of i_rviscid (;drtlcr vortict._ i1_
a hyp_ r,_.o,,ic bou_dary layer. I(_ASE Report No. 92-26, .]mm 24, 1992, 36 pages. Submitted
t_ .Iota'hal _)f Fl,id Mechanirs.
(',,ttlieb, l)avid, and (',hi-Wang Sire: R_sohLtio, properties of th_ Fourier mrthod for di._,'o,-
ti_to_t._ wavc._. I('.ASE Report No. 92-27, .lime 25, 1.(t92, 16 pages. Proc. of I('OSAH()M
'92 and to appear in (!omputer Methods in Applied Mechanics and Engineering.
Alfid, R., a,d (!.('.. Speziale: Prcdictb_.q rquilibrium stairs with lfr!ll_olds strc._s clo._urcs i_
chal_1_l ./tom aiJd h,omoqr_rous shear .[tow. I(',ASE Report No. 92-28, .lime 30, 16 pages.
H_llmlitted to the Phys. FI,ids A.
Denier, .lames P., and I'hilip tlall: Fully nonlinear Gdrtlrr vortices in col_stricttd cha,nH
./to,,._ a_d their _fft'ct o,, the oT_sct of ,_cparation, I(',ASE Report No. 92-29, July 10, 1992,
33 pages. H,lbmitted to Journal of Fluid Mechanics.
Nicol, David M., Bt, tno Gaujal and Alhert (_. Greenberg: A swrcp algorithm for ma._siv_l!l
parallel ._im_datioT_ ofcircltit-,_witch.cd n(tworks. I(',ASE Report No. 92-30, July 14, 1.(t.(t2, 2S
I)ages. T() apl)t_ar in the .Itmrnal of Parallel and Distributed (:omputing.
(_homlha, ri, Meelan, Philil_ ltall and ('.raig Streett: O_ the spatial rvolutio, oflo,.g-,,a,_l_'_gth
(;_'rthr oortic_s go vcr_cd b!j a viscous-im,iscid i,,tcractiom Part l: The li_rar cas_. I(',ASE
t_rport No. 92-31, .]ldy 22, 1992, 28 pages. Submitted to the Quarterly .]ournal of Mechanics
al](I Al)plie({ Mathematics.
Sl)eziale, (',harles (',., and R. A lfid: l-lcynold._ stress calculation._ of homo.q_tous turbah_d
shcarflow with bou_dcd c_tcrg 9 stairs. I('.ASE Report No. 92-32, July 22, 1992, 17 pages.
,q_lm_itte_l to International .lournal of Nonlinear Mechanics.
Schmid, Peter J., Dan S. tlenningson, Mehdi R. Khorrami and Mujeel) H. Malik: ,5'c,_sitir_ity
a_mly._is of hydrody_tamic stability operators. I(_ASE Report No. 92-33, July 24, 1!I.(t2, 26
pages. To appear ill Theoretical and (',omtmtational Fluid Dynamics.
Nir_)l, David M.: Optimistic Barrirr Sy_tchro,izatio,. I(',ASE Report No. 92-34, July 27,
1992, 22 pages. Submitted to Parallel (_omputing.
Mavriplis, I)..l.: lh_structurrd m_sh alqorithms for arrody_zamic calculations. I('_ASE Report
No. 92-35, July 2,8, 1992, :/4 pages, q_ appear in Proceedings of the 13th International
(]ollferellCe Oil N_m_eri('al Methods in Fluid I)ynamics (Springer-Verlag).
Mavriplis, (Jatherine: Adaptive mesh stratrgics for thr spectral clement method. I(',ASE Re-
port No. 92-36, July 28, 1992, 21 pages. Submitted to Proc. of I(_()SAHOM '92 (',onference.
_I)_ al)l)ear in (_omputer Metho(Is in A1)l)lied Mechanics an(t Enginee{ing.
Tanveer,Saleh:Singularities in the classical Rayleigh-Taylor flow: Formation and sub._equent
motiom |(:ASE Report No. 92-:17, August 5, 1992, 4:i pages. To appear in Proc. Roy. Soc.
London A - June '92.
Bryan, Kurt: A boundary integral method for an iuversc problem in thermal imaging. I(_'ASE
Report No. 92-38, August 18, 1992, 29 pages. Submitted to .Journal of Mathematical Sys-
tems, Estimation and ('_ontrol.
Weinan E and (_hi-Wang Shu: A numerical resolution, study of high order essentially no_-
oscillatory schemes applied to ineompTvssible flow. I(',ASE Report No. 92-39, August 20,
1992, 17 pages. Submitted to Journal of Computational Physics.
Weinan E and ('_hi-Wang Shu: Numerical study of the small scale structures in Boussinc._q
convection. I(_ASE Report No. 92-40, August 28, 1992, 39 pages. Submitted to Physics of
l"iuids, A.
Blackaby, Nik and Meelan (_houdhari: lnviseid vortex motious in weakly three-dimensiottal
boundary layers and th+_ir relation with instabilities in stratified shear flows. I(_ASE Report
No. 92-41, August 28, 1992, 19 pages. To appear in Proc. Roy. Soc. London A.
Frendi, Abdelkader, Lucio Maestrello and Alvin Bayliss: Ou the coupling between a supr r-
sonic boundary layer aud a flexible surface. I(_ASE Report No. 92-42, September 2, 1992,
2:1 pages. To appear in AIAA .Journal.
van Leer, Brain: Progress in m.ultidimensional upwind differencing. I(',ASE Report No.
92-43, September 4, 1992, 30 pages. To appear in Proceedings of the 13th International
(_onl'erence on Numerical Methods in Fluid Dynamics, Rome, .July 6-10, 1992; Springer,
Lecture Notes in Physics, 1992.
b:eyes, David E.: Domain decomposition: A bridge between nature and parallel computers.
I('_ASE Report No. 92-44, September 10, 1992, 4:1 pages. Proceedings of the Symposium
on Adaptive, Multilevel and Hierarchical (Jomputational Strategies, Edited by A.K. Noor,
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, pp. 293-334, November 1992.
Otto, S.R., and Andrew P. Bassom: Fully nonlinear devdopment of the most unstable (15tiler
vortex in a three dimensioual boundary layer. ICASE Report No. 92-45, September 15, 1992,
24 pages. Studies in Applied Maths., in press.
Brezany, Peter, Michael Gerndt, Piyush Mehrotra and Hans Zima: Concurrent file operations
iu a high performance Fortran. ICASE Report No. 92-46, September 15, 1992, 17 pages.
Proceedings of Supercomputing '92, November 1992, pp. 230-237.
Turke], Eli: Review of preeon, ditionin 9 methods forfluid dynamics. I(_ASE Report No. 92-47,
September 22, 1992, 35 pages. To appear in Applied Numerical Mathematics.
Balachandar, S., and Ravi K. Madabhushi: Spurious modes in spectral collocation methods
with two non-periodic directions. ICASE Report No. 92-48, September 22, 1992, 11 t)ages.
Submitted to Journal of (_omputational Physics.
Mavriplis, [)imitri: An advanciT_g froTzt Delaunay triangulation alyorithm dcsigTtcd for ro-
bustness. ICASE Report No. 92-49, October 15, 1992, 32 pages. Submitted to .Journal of
(_omputational Physics.
Shebalin, .John V.: Homogeneous quantum electrodynamic turbulence. IC,ASE Report No.
92-50, October 7, 1992, 28 pages. Submitted to Physica D.
Nicol, [)avid, Rahul Simha, and Don Towsley: Static assignment of complex stochastic tasks
usin 9 stochastic majorization. IC'ASE Report No. 92-51, October 8, 1992, 24 pages. Sub-
mitted to .Journal of Parallel and Distributed Computing.
Lighthill, .lames: A general introduction to aeTvacoustics and atmospheric souTtd. I('_ASE Re-
port No. 92-52, October 9, 1992, 34 pages. To appear in Proceedings of the I(_ASE/NASA
LaR(_ Workshop on (_omputational Aeroacoustics held April 6-9, 1992.
Lighthill, .James: Report on the final panel discussion on computational aeroacoustics. I(_ASE
Report No. 92-53, October 9, 1992, 14 pages. To appear in Proceedings of the I('.A,qE/NASA
LaRC Workshop on Computational Aeroacoustics held April 6-9, 1992.
Tanveer, S. and (J.(l. Speziale: Singularities of the Euler equation and hydrodynamic stability.
I('_ASE Report No. 92-54, October 9, 1992, 22 pages. To appear in Physics of Fluids A.
Harten, Ami, and Itai Yad-Shalom: Fast multiresolution alyorithms for matrix-vector mul-
tiplication. I(IASE Report No. 92-55, October 15, 1992, 43 pages. Submitted to SIAM
.JoiH'nal of Numerical Analysis.
Dubey, A., M. Zubair, and C.E. (lrosch: A general purpose subroutine for fast Fo_rieT"
tral_sform on a distributed memory parallel machine. IC, ASE Report No. 92-56, November
13, 1992, 14 pages.
Speziale, (_.(_., R.M.C'. So, and B.A. Younis: On the prediction of turbulent secondaryJtows.
I(_ASE Report No. 92-57, October 15, 1992, 21 pages. Near-Wall Turbulent Flows, Elsevier
Press, Ed. by So, Speziale, B.E. Launder, in press.
(latski, T.B., and (_.(_. Speziale: O7_ explicit alyebraic stress models for complex turbulent
flows. I(IASE Report No. 92-58, November 13, 1992, 34 pages. Submitted to the Journal _f
Fluid Mechanics.
Sun, Xian-He, and Lionel M. Ni: Scalable problems aT_d memory-bou_ded speed_p. I(:ASE Re-
port No. 92-59, November 17, 1992, 23 pages. To appear in .Journal of Parallel and Dis-
tributed (_omputing.
Nicol, [)avid M., and Philip Heidelberger: Parallel algorithms for simulating coT_tiT_,'uous time
Marko_ chains. ICASE Report No. 92-60, November 18, 1992, 23 pages. Submitted to the
7th Annual Workshop on Parallel and Distributed Simulation.
Shebalin, .John V.: Pscudospectral simulation of compressible turbulence usin9 loyarithmic
variables. I(',ASE Report No. 92-61, November 25, 1992, 20 pages. Submitted to the l lth
AIAA (;omputational Fluid DynamicsMeetingon July 6-9, 1992,at Orlando, FL; submitted
to AIAA Journal.
Nico], [)avid, and Richard Fujbnoto: Parallel simulation today. |CASE Report No. 92-62,
November 25, 1992, :16 pages. To appear in Annals of Operation Research.
Berger, S.A., and (;. Erlebacher: Vortex breakdown incipience: Theoretical considerations.
I(_ASE Report No. 92-63, November 27, 1992, 26 pages. To be submitted to Theoretical
and (',omputational Fluid Dynamics.
Quirk, .James .l.: A
92-64, November 27,
Methods in Fluids.
contribution to the great Riemann solver debate. I(IASE Report No.
1992, 33 pages. Submitted to International Journal for Numerical
Stott, Jillian A. K., and Peter W. Duck: The stability of a trailing-line vortex i7_.compressible
.flow. I(_ASE Report No. 92-65, December 4, 1992, 54 pages.
Banks, tt.T., and R.(',. Smith: The modding of piezoceramic patch interactions with shells,
plates and beams. I(:ASE Report No. 92-66, December 4, 1992, 32 pages. To appear in the
Quarterly of Applied Mathematics.
Frendi, Abdelkader, Lucio Maestrello, and Alvin Bayliss: Coupling between plate: vibratiou
and acoustic radiatiom I(_ASE Report No. 92-67, December 8, 1992, 37 pages. Submitted
to .h,trnal of Soumt and Vibration.
Mavriplis, D..]., Raja [)as, Joel Saltz, and R.E. Vermeland: Implementation of a paralld
ul_stracturcd Eul_:r solver on shared and distributed memory architecture. I(_ASE Report No.
92-68, December 9, 1992, 20 pages. To appear in the Journal of Supercomputing.
[)emuren, A.O., and R.V. Wilson: Estimating uncertainty in computatioT_s of two-dimcT_sioT_al
._¢paratcdflows. ICASE Report No. 92-69, December 9, 1992, 32 pages. Submitted to ASME
.hmrnal of Fluids Engineering.
[)hanak, Manhar R.: lm4ability of flow in a streamwise coruer. I(IASE Report No. 92-70,
December 18, 1992, 17 pages. Submitted to Proc. Roy. Soc. London A.
Trefeth_-'n, Lloyd N., Anne E. Trefethen, Satish (:. Reddy, and Tobin A. Driscoll: A new d_-
rcctioT_, iu hydrodynamic stability: Beyond Eigenvalues. i(_ASE Report No. 92-71, Decemb(.r
18, 1992, 31 pages. Submitted to Science.
Bertolotti, Fabio P., attd Jeffrey D. (h'ouch: Simulation of boundary-layer transitioTt: R,-
ceptivity to spike stage. I(JASE Report No. 92-72, December 21, 1992, 20 pages. To l:,e
sul)mitted to Physics of Fluids.
(leer, James F., and Dennis S. Pope: A multiple scales approach to sound generation by
_,ibratin.q bodies. I(_ASE Report No. 92-73, December 22, 1992, 45 pages. Submitted to
.hmrnal of Fluid Mechanics.
Abgrall, R., On essentially non-oscillatory schemes on unstructured meshes: Analysis and
implementation. IC'ASE Report No. 92-74, [)ecember 24, 1992, :i7 pages. Submitted to the
Journal of (_omputational Physics.
ICASE Reports- 1991
.]acobs, Peter A.: Transient, hypcrveloeity flow in an axisymmctric 7_ozzle. I('.ASE Report
No. 91-1, January 2, 1991, 52 t)ages. Presented at the Aerospace Sciences Meeting, Re,lo,
Jan. 1991.
Ta'asan, Shlomo: "07_e shot" methods for optimal coutrol of distributed param_tcr.s .w._t(m._
1: Fiuite dimeTlsioual eontTvl. I(_'ASE Rel)ort No. 91-2, .,lamlary 8, 1991, 22 pages.
(Irockett, Thomas W., and Tobias Orloff: A parallel rc_d_rin 9 algorithm for MIMD archi-
tectures. I(IASE Report No. 91-3, June 3, 1991, 25 ])ages. To l)e submitted to (loll('llrreil('y:
Practice and Experience.
Bokhari, Shahid H.: (;omplete exchaT_gc on the iPS(;-860. I(_ASE Report No. 91-4, .Jalltlary
1 l, 1991, 32 pages.
Bokhari, %hahid 1t.: Multiphas¢ complete exchauge ou a circuit switched hyptreubc. I(',A_E
R_'l)ort No. 91-5, January 8, 1991, 24 pages. Proceedings of the 1991 Interz_ati(mal (loHfer-
ence (m Parallel Processillg, pt ). 525-, 1991.
l)lwk, P(_ter W., and Mehdi R. Khorrami: O1_ the effects of _i.,co._'ity o1_ the ._tability of _z
tr_ilil_g-li_e e_ortex. I(_ASE Report No. 91-6, .January 10, 1991, 32 pages..hJllrlla] of Fllai(l
Me('halli('s, Vol. 245, pp. 175-189, 1992.
.]or(ta1_, tlarry F.: Shared versu._ distributed memory multiproct._sor._.. I(IASE l_(_l)ort No.
91-7, .]am_ary 10, 1991, 19 pages. To appear in the |'ro('e(,(li_gs of l']urop¢,a_ (l(q_tr(, for
Medium [(ange Weather For(,casts worksho]) on 17se of l)arallel l)rocessors in M_'t(,(_rology,
Nov. 26-:10, 1990.
[lartet_, Am]: Rce_nt developments in shock-capturing ._'ch_mc._. I(IASE R(_p(,rt No. 91-S,
.lal_uary 22, 1991, 13 t)ages. Proc of the International ('o_gress of Mathemati('ia_s 19!)0,
Kyoto, .Japan.
Speziale, (_harles G., and Sutan_l Sarkar: 5'ceond-order closure mod_l.s for suprr._ot_ic tur-
bulent flows. I(;ASE Report No. 91-9, January 2:/, 1991, 24 ])ages. AIAA 29th A('r()sl)a{'{,
Sciences Meeting; AIAA Paper No. 91-0217.
(lhen, YeH-Ming, Yuh-Roung ()u, and Arne .l. PearlsteiH: l)c_elopment of the' u,ake b(hi_zd
a circular cyli_dcr impulsively started i_zto rotatory a_d rectilinear motions: h_t_rm_dial_
rotation ratc_. I('.ASE Report No. 91-10, .,lalmary 24, 1991, 61 pages. To appear in .]o,_r_al
of Fluid Mechanics.
Mavriplis, D..J., and L. Martinelli: Multigrid solution of compressible turbulent flou, on
unstructured meshes usin 9 a two-equation model. IC'ASE Report No. 91-11, .January :/1,
1991, 41 pages. Submitted to AIAA .Journal.
Saltz, .Joel, Serge Petiton, and Hurry Berryman: Performance effects of irreyuIar commu-
nications patterns on massively parallel multiprocessors. IC'ASE Report No. 91-12, .January
:]1, 1991, 22 pages..Journal of Parallel and Distributed Computing, Vo]. 13, pp. 202-212,
1991.
Wu, .Janet, .Joel Saltz, Harry Berryman, and Seema Hiranandani: Distributed memory com-
piler design for sparse problems. I(_ASE Report No. 91-13, .January 31, 1991, 40 pages.
"Runtime (_ompilation for Multicomputers" appeared in Proc. of the International (_onfer-
ence on Parallel Processing, St. Charles, IL, 1991, VoI. II., pp. 26-30.
Smith, R.(_., K.L. Bowers, and (_'.R. Vogel: Numerical recovery of material parameters iu
Euler-Bernoulli beam models. I(JASE Report No. 91-14, February 5, 1991, :/8 pages. To
appear in the .lournal of Mathematical Systems, Estimation and (_ontrol.
Smith, R.C., and K.L. Bowers: A fully Galerkin method for the recovery of stiffness and
damping parameters in Euler-Bcrnoulli beam models. ICASE Report No. 91-15, February
5, 1991, 22 pages. Computation and (:ontro] II, editors K.L. Bowers and .J. Land, Birkhfiuser,
Boston, pp. 289-306, 1991.
Thangam, S., R. Abid, and C.(I. Speziale: Application of a new K - _- model to near wall
turbulent flows. [C'ASE Report No. 91-16, February 5, 1991, II pages. AIAA .Journal, V(_.
30, pp. 552-554, 1992.
Balachandar, S., and L. Sirovich: Probability distribution functions in turbulent convectio,.
I(_ASE Report No. 91-17, February 11, 1991, 40 pages. Physics of Fluids, Vol. 3, No. 5,
pp. 919-917, 1991.
.Jordan, Harry F.: Digital optical computers at the optoelectric computing systerr_s center.
I(JASE Report No. 91-18, February 11, 1991, 20 pages. Optics for (:omputers: Architec-
tures & Technologies, SPIE Proceedings Series, Vol. 1505, pp. 87-98, SPIE Bellingham
Washington, 1991.
(;ropp, William D., and [)avid E. Keyes: Domain decomposition with local mesh refineme_t.
I(_ASE Report No. 91-19, February 22, 1991, 32 pages. SIAM .Journal of Scientific ai_d
Statistical ()omputation, Vol. 13, pp. 967-99:1, 1992.
(;ropp, William D., and David E. Keyes: Domain decomposition methods iu corr_putatioT_al
fluid dynamics. [CASE Report No. 91-20, February 22, 1991, 24 pages. International .lol_r-
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